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CCC DOEACC AND NIELIT STUDY GUIDE
This textbook introduces the “Fundamentals of Multimedia”, addressing real issues commonly
faced in the workplace. The essential concepts are explained in a practical way to enable
students to apply their existing skills to address problems in multimedia. Fully revised and
updated, this new edition now includes coverage of such topics as 3D TV, social networks,
high-efficiency video compression and conferencing, wireless and mobile networks, and their
attendant technologies. Features: presents an overview of the key concepts in multimedia,
including color science; reviews lossless and lossy compression methods for image, video and
audio data; examines the demands placed by multimedia communications on wired and
wireless networks; discusses the impact of social media and cloud computing on information
sharing and on multimedia content search and retrieval; includes study exercises at the end of
each chapter; provides supplementary resources for both students and instructors at an
associated website.
Bank Financial Management has been written keeping in view specific knowledge and skill
needs of banking professionals desirous of gaining advanced knowledge of banking. The book
deals with four important areas of banking, viz., International Banking, Ri
NOVEL FEATURES OF THE TEXT FOLLOWS: The following new topics added by the CBSE
for the session 2020-21 onward is available in a very interesting manner: UNIT-1 History of
Commerce UNIT-IV Types of Digital Payments UNIT-VIII Entrepreneurship Development (ED)
Startup India Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) UNIT-IX Goods and Service Tax (GST)
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Running Glossary is given headed as TOOL KIT. A large number of PICTURES are given to
make the text interesting. At the end of each unit INSTANT LEARNING MAPs are given for
QUICK REVISION. At the end of each unit STUDY ASSIGNMENT is given which contains a
large number of : Remembering-Based, Understanding-Based, Analyzing , Evaluating and
Creating-Based questions. OBJECTIVES TYPE QUESTIONS / MCQs are available. TWO
SAMPLE PROJECTS are available which are very practical and presented in a very interesting
manner. LIVE PRESENTATION of one of the projects namely “STUDENTS’ DUMMY BANK”
is available at – http://youtu.be/FnToqUaiZLY. Sufficient number of CASE STUDIES are
available. Also find Practice Papers at the end of the book.
Introduction to Computers is an effort made with an interactive and hands on approach to
communicate the essential aspects of computers. The book targets children of all ages.
Interesting fun characters make the learning a fun process for readers.Features of the
Book:Assessment Exercises: Each unit of the book contains interesting lesson-end
assessment exercise to assess and examine your understanding and grasp over the
subject.Computer Trivia: This part of the book gives an interesting outlook of the vast computer
worldand some factual knowledge regarding computers.Did you know: This portion provides
information related to historical aspects of computerworld. Developmental features of
computers are also highlighted.Hands on Activity: Learning is made a fun process through
incorporating hands on activitybetween lessons.Let's dwell: At the lesson end this section
deals with more inquisitive information related to theworld of computers and gives you scope of
further though process.More to Learn: This additional feature is an add-on knowledge
regarding the text being taught.Special Feature: It's an extension to the topic dealt with the
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lesson.What is Means? Some special terms in the text are defined systematically for
betterunderstanding.Introduction to Computers will help children to make computers a handy
companion in all real-life
Get up and running with collecting evidence using forensics best practices to present your
findings in judicial or administrative proceedings Key Features Learn the core techniques of
computer forensics to acquire and secure digital evidence skillfully Conduct a digital forensic
examination and document the digital evidence collected Analyze security systems and
overcome complex challenges with a variety of forensic investigations Book Description A
computer forensics investigator must possess a variety of skills, including the ability to answer
legal questions, gather and document evidence, and prepare for an investigation. This book
will help you get up and running with using digital forensic tools and techniques to investigate
cybercrimes successfully. Starting with an overview of forensics and all the open source and
commercial tools needed to get the job done, you'll learn core forensic practices for searching
databases and analyzing data over networks, personal devices, and web applications. You'll
then learn how to acquire valuable information from different places, such as filesystems, emails, browser histories, and search queries, and capture data remotely. As you advance, this
book will guide you through implementing forensic techniques on multiple platforms, such as
Windows, Linux, and macOS, to demonstrate how to recover valuable information as evidence.
Finally, you'll get to grips with presenting your findings efficiently in judicial or administrative
proceedings. By the end of this book, you'll have developed a clear understanding of how to
acquire, analyze, and present digital evidence like a proficient computer forensics investigator.
What you will learn Understand investigative processes, the rules of evidence, and ethical
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guidelines Recognize and document different types of computer hardware Understand the boot
process covering BIOS, UEFI, and the boot sequence Validate forensic hardware and software
Discover the locations of common Windows artifacts Document your findings using technically
correct terminology Who this book is for If you're an IT beginner, student, or an investigator in
the public or private sector this book is for you.This book will also help professionals and
investigators who are new to incident response and digital forensics and interested in making a
career in the cybersecurity domain.

The thoroughly Revised & Updated 2nd Edition of the book 'Computer
Knowledge for SBI/ IBPS Clerk/ PO/ RRB/ RBI/ SSC/ Insurance Exams' has
been written to provide a computer flare and aptitude to all the aspirants of
Competitive exams. This edition is empowered with Infographics and Charts for
better retention and learning. The book has been divided into 15 broad units. The
first 11 units deal with all the fundamental concepts involved in Computers. The
next 4 units provides the most commonly used Abbreviations, Glossary,
Technologies & Terms used in banking and current information & developments
in the IT field. These units will help in understanding the fundamentals and the
current developments in the Computer domain. Each Unit covers Quick Concept
Review which has important terms in the form of small definitions. This is
followed by 2 level of exercises PAST Exercise and Practice Exercise. The Past
Exercise covers questions from various competitive exams from the past years at
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the end of each chapter followed by practice exercise. In all the book includes
around 1350+ MCQ questions in the book.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Twenty first Century is better known as computer century. It would not be
exaggeration if we say that no civilized life without computer. Computer
revolution has completely changed our life style. It has played a vital role in our
routine activities. It facilitates the hour's work in minutes. Internet or e-mailing is
like a magic stick that make our contacts possible with the persons living abroad.
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'World is small' this has been truly proved by communication revolution. We
cannot neglect the role of computers in all the service sectors and corporate
world. This is the reason why in various competitive exams computer course has
become mandatory. This book is strictly based on latest syllabus of DOEACC. In
addition to appropriate study material we have given a number of MCQs and
True False related questions. Sample Test Papers and Model Test Papers make
us different from other publications on the same line. Wishing you all the best for
the exams. - Publisher & Author
Retail Banking has become a very important component in the business mix of
banks. Retail Banking offers multiple comfort factors for banks to do business.
Large and divergent customer base across income segments offers huge scope
for banks to develop and
These collections of the official past papers of the GCE O Level Examinations
from the University of Cambridge International Examinations has been developed
for students of GCE O level. These books will act as tools for preparation and
revision for students. These books have an edited Answer Guide for each paper
based on the marks scheme written by CIE Principal
Risk management has assumed paramount importance amongst banks in order
to protect them against the adverse effects of uncertainty caused by fluctuations
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in interest rates, exchange rates, etc. The advent of new financial instruments in
the Indian banking
1. Magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series. 2. It?s a 2 in 1 series
offers advantages of both Magazine and book. 3. The entire syllabus of Indian Economy
divided into 17 Chapters. 4. Focuses on the Topics and Trends of question asked in Previous
Years? Questions. 5. Offers Chapterwise Practice and well detailed explanations the previous
Years? questions. 6. More than 3000 MCQs for the revision of the topics. 7. 5 Practice sets
and 2 Previous Years solved Papers sets for thorough practice. 8. The book uses easy
language for quick understanding. Preparing for the examinations like UPSC, State PCS or
any other civil Services papers students need to have a comprehensive, complete and
concrete knowledge about their subjects from the point of view exam. Arihant MAGBOOK
Series is a must for Civil Services (Pre) Examination State PCS & Other Comprehensive
Examinations. It?s a 2 in 1 series that provides all the study material in concise and brief
manner offering unique advantage of both Magazines and Books. It comprehensively covers
the syllabus of General Studies portion of the UPSC and State PCS Preliminary Examination.
The current edition of ?Magbook Indian Economy? covers every topic of Economics in this
book. The whole syllabus has been divided into 17 chapters in this book. It focuses on the
Topics and Trends of questions which are asked in previous Years? Civil Services
Examinations, further it provides Chapterwise practice of the questions that build self
confidence and Skill Adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of
Previous Years? Civil Services examination in a easy language for quick understanding. Apart
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from Topical coverage and Previous Years? Question, this book also focuses on practice by
providing with more than 3000 MCQs and 5 Practice Sets that help students to know latest
pattern of the paper as well as its difficulty level. This book is a must for the civil services
aspirants as it help them to move a step ahead towards their aim. TABLE OF CONTENT
Introduction to Economics, National Income, Economic Growth and Development, Economic
Planning of India, Money and Banking, Inflation, Public Finance, India?s Balance of Payments,
India?s Foreign Trade, Demographic Profile of India, Agriculture, India Industry, Services
Sector, Infrastructure, Poverty and Unemployment, Government Schemes and Programmes,
International Financial and Economic Organization, Economic Survey 2019-2020, Union
Budget 2020-21, Practice Sets (1-5), Previous Years? Solved Papers Set 1, Previous Years?
Solved Papers Set 2.
About the Book: Courses on Computer Concepts We cant neglect the fact that computer has
become synonym of our life style. It will not be exaggerated if we say that there is no civilized
life without computer. Keeping in view the importance of computer some states like U.P. have
made the computer subject compulsory to take entry in Government Services. Some other
states are also likely to announce it. In the states that have made computer science subject
mandatory the course is decided by the competent authority. Keeping in view the demand of
such course book we have published a book on the computer concepts. This book is named as
Course on Computer Concepts. The book is strictly based on the latest syllabus and pattern
laid by DOEACC. In this book we have covered all the topics like introduction of computer, MS
Word, MS Excel, Presentation, spread sheets, MS Powerpoint, MS Access, Computer security,
GUI based MS Dos, Window 7, XP, Internet etc. A Number of Sample Papers will Model Test
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Papers, MCQ and true-false related question given in the Book make us different and our
product more valuable then the product of the same line available in the market. We hope this
book will prove as boon to the aspirant.
General Knowledge 2021 (???? ????? - 2021)???? ????? - 2021Diamond Pocket Books Pvt Ltd
Computer Awareness is an important section for various exams of the country including IBPS,
SBI (Bank PO & Clerk), SSC, Railway, Police and many other state competitive exams. Hence,
it comes as no surprise that having strong knowledge about computer plays an important role
in getting success in exams. This book “Learn, Revise and Practice Computer Awareness”
once again brings in the complete study material for Computer knowledge at one place for you.
Designed on the basis of close considerations of various examinations’ syllabus and pattern, it
serves as the most suitable read to understand computer awareness. It includes Chapterwise
theories, Question Bank with each chapter, Chapterwise Past Years’ Questions and 5 Practice
Sets for Complete Practice. Abbreviations and Glossary are also given at the end. Providing tothe-point, chapterwise study supported by definitions, examples, exercises and more, it
promotes the best learning along with revision and practice to perform well in exams. TOC
Introduction to Computer, Computer Architecture, Computer Hardware, Computer Memory,
Data Representation, Computer Software, Operating System, Programming Concepts,
Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office, Database Concepts, Internet and its Services, Computer
Security, Practice Sets (1-5), Abbreviations, Glossary
This book is specially design for Nielit CCC Exam based on latest pattern and there are more
than 500 plus MCQ in this book. Still if you have any queries than email usbalendrajais23@gmail.com and we will answer your all queries as soon as possible
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UPPCL LINE MAN TECHNICIAN SOLVED PAPERS

This book covers all the subjects which is important form examination point of
view. We have contain the questions from Latest Important Events 2021, Forest
survey report 2019 & The Union Budget 2021 - 22. Apart from this, we have also
covered other sections like India and World History, India and World Geography,
Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, Computer and Miscellaneous
form where expected questions are asked in various competitive exams.
The thoroughly Revised & Updated 2nd ENLARGED Edition of Disha's Rapid
General Knowledge 2020 for Competitive Exams is the Smartest way to Brush
Up your General Knowledge for the Competitive Exams. The new edition has
been updated with Exam-Special Updates on Banking/ Railways/ Agriculture/
Environment/ Scientific & Technological Developments (Space, Defence,
Nuclear, etc.)/ Govt. Policies/ Sports etc. The book presents a panoramic view of
India and the World along with Quick Recap of General Studies History, Polity,
Geography, Environment, Economy, General science, Art and Culture, Sports.
The text is presented in the form of Mind Maps, Infographics, Charts, Tables for
better retention.
B.Ed. is considered to be one of the best courses in India for teaching purposes
and the Nalanda Open University situated in the state of Bihar known for its
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excellent quality of education for this course. One needs to clear Common
Entrance Test in order to get admissions in B.Ed. Courses. The present study
guide named “Nalanda Open University Bihar B.Ed. Common Entrance Test
2020” is designed to provide entire syllabus based on the latest exam pattern.
Current Affairs are mentioned right in the beginning of this book to enrich the
general awareness of the students. The complete syllabus is divided into
chapters under various key sections in this book including General English
Comprehension, Hindi Bhasha, Logical and Analytical Reasoning, General
Knowledge, Teaching and Learning Environment in Schools in simple language
for quick and easy understanding of the concepts of the various topics. This book
also consists of Previous Years’ Solved Papers 2019 & 2018and 3 Practice Sets
for self-evaluation. Facilitating chapterwise notes on each topic of the syllabus
with more than 3000 MCQs for Practice, it is a complete study resource for this
upcoming B.Ed. Entrance exam. TABLE OF CONTENT Current Affairs Solved
Papers 2019, Solved Papers 2018, General English Comprehension, Hindi
Bhasha, Logical and Analytical Reasoning, General Knowledge, Teaching and
Learning Environment in Schools, 3 Practice Sets.
There has been an attempt to make this book survive through rapidly changing IT
World. As you must know, computer world is evolving at a great pace so we
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should prepare for the latest technologies. Super Computer is a series of
computer books for primary and middle class students providing an insight into
the world of computer technology. All the textbooks have been designed to make
the learning engaging and interactive.
If you are preparing or being prepared for IMU-CET entrance exam, then surely
you are proceeding toward your bright career. Our study materials are specially
prepared, keeping in mind the requirements, syllabus, content, detailed solutions,
latest samples, Thus it enables an average students to compete & qualify the all
entrance exam. This book covers all types of Problems & Questions
Patterns(Physics-Mathmatics-Chemistry-English-Aptitude and G.k with detail
summery) generally asked in entrance examination-1.B.Sc. Degree in Nautical
Science2. Higher National Diploma (HND) Nautical Science.3. Higher National
Diploma (HND) Marine Engineering4.. 6 months Pre-Sea course for General
Purpose Rating5. 4-Year Degree course in Marine Engineering6. 1-year Marine
Engineering CourseGraduate Marine Engineer(GME)7. 2-year Marine
Engineering course8. Pre-sea Training for Electro-Technical Officers on
Merchant Ships9. B.Sc.[Maritime Hospitality Studies]10. Deck Cadet Course.1.
This book covers all Guide & Introduction of Marine Worlds. 2. Shipping
Company Sponsorship Tests and Previous Papers of IMU CET.3. Questions
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Pattern and Many More.....
Objective Computer Awareness covers all the basic topics related to computers.
This book has been specifically written for candidates attempting various
competitive exams. The book carefully covers all the basic topics related to the
field. The contents include History Of Computers which includes the topics Data,
Hardware, Input and Output, Graphics, Memory, and Network Basics. A
comprehensive book, it provides students with all the theoretical knowledge
regarding the topics covered in the competitive exams. It also gives the students
useful shortcuts and important tips to enable them to excel in the exam. The book
is written in a lucid and simple style, making it easy for the students to
understand the concepts. Objective Computer Awareness will help the students
excel in different competitive exams.
Description: Best way to learn any programming language is to create good
programs in it. C is not exception to this rule. Once you decide to write any
program you would find that there are always at least two ways to write it. So you
need to find out whether you have chosen the best way to implement your
program. That's where you would find this book useful. It contains solutions to all
the exercises present in Let Us C 15th Edition. If you learn the language
elements from Let Us C, write programs for the problems given in the exercises
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and then cross check your answers with the solutions given in this book you
would be well on your way to become a skilled C programmer. I am sure you
would appreciate this learning path like the millions of students and professionals
have in the past decade.Table Of Contents:IntroductionChapter 0 : Before We
beginChapter 1 : Getting StartedChapter 2 : C InstructionsChapter 3 : Decision
Control InstructionChapter 4 : More Complex Decision MakingChapter 5 : Loop
control InstructionChapter 6 : More Complex RepetitionsChapter 7 : Case Control
InstructionChapter 8 : FunctionsChapter 9 : PointersChapter 10 :
RecursionChapter 11 : Data Types RevisitedChapter 12 : The C
PreprocessorChapter 13 : ArraysChapter 14 : Multidimensional ArraysChapter 15
: StringsChapter 16 : Handling Multiple StringsChapter 17 : StructuresChapter 18
: Console Input/ OutputChapter 19 : File Input/outputChapter 20 : More Issues in
Input/OutputChapter 21 : Operations on BitsChapter 22 : Miscellaneous
featuresChapter 23 : C Under Linux
100% practical guide to understand and use basic to advance level Excel 2019
DESCRIPTION Excel is, by far, the most preferred spreadsheet program on this
planet. People love it because of its simplicity and easy user interface. The
primary focus of Excel is to perform basic to advanced level numeric calculations.
Every industry, department, job role is dependent on Excel to perform day to day
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duties as well as data analysis and visualization. Microsoft Excel is available in
both offline (Excel 2019) and online (Office 365) versions. If you are new to Excel
or use this program day in day out, then this book will surely clear your logics and
concepts of excel. This book starts with an introduction to Excel program and an
overview of its interface and move towards an explanation of new features being
introduced in Excel 2019 and Office 365, then an in-depth discussion on entering
and transforming data. Understanding different formulas and functions with
practical exercises. Afterwards, how to perform data analysis and present it using
different data visualization tools. Finally, extracting data and automation of tasks
through Macros. After going through this book, you will become conceptually
strong in using various features of Excel. You will increase your productivity by
understanding and using the right tool for the related data set. KEY FEATURES
What’s New in Excel 2019 Office 365 Putting Data into Excel Transforming and
Managing the Data Formulas and Functions Data Analysis techniques Data
Visualization techniques Multiple ways of Data Extraction Automation in Excel
through Macros WHAT WILL YOU LEARN By the end of the book, you will come
across many case studies to put your knowledge to practice and understand
many tools to solve real-life business problems such as importing data into Excel
from different sources, data cleaning through various tools including flash fill,
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bringing data together into one place using lookup functionality, analysing it to get
insights through pivot tables & what if analysis, generating forecast based on
past trends, exporting final reports, understanding Power features like Power
Pivot/Query/Map and automating manual processes through Macros . Remember
to practice along with sample data files provided in the exercise files bundle of
the book to master these techniques. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for
anyone who is either new to Excel or daily Excel user. This book will take you
from basic concepts of Excel to Advanced level. Whether you belong to any
industry or serving any department, as an Excel user, this book will make you a
Pro in Excel. Table of Contents What’s New in Excel 2019/Office 365 Entering
Data in Excel Transforming and Managing Data Formulas and Functions Data
Analysis Data Visualization Data Extraction Automation in Excel through Macros
Arihant has come up with a fully revised and updated edition of the highly popular
Banking Awareness in the view of the upcoming Bank PO and Clerk
examinations like SBI PO, SBI Clerk, IBPS PO, etc. This book is equally useful
for IBPS, SBI and various other banking recruitment examinations conducted
across the country.The revised edition of Banking Awareness for banking
recruitment examinations has been revised and updated keeping in mind the
recent examination pattern of the banking recruitment examinations. This book
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has been divided into eleven chapters namely Indian Economy, Origin &
Development of Banking in India, Banking Regulation System of India, Financial
Reforms in Banking Sector, New Banking System, Banking Innovation in India,
Financial Institutions in India, Money market & Capital Market, Insurance,
Industry, Trade and International Organisation and Tax & Budget. Each chapter
in the book contains ample theoretical content as well as ample number of solved
problems based on the concepts discussed in the chapters. Also unsolved
practice exercises have been provided in the book to help aspirants revise the
concepts covered in each chapter. Banking Glossary has been given at the end
of all the chapters to help students understand the meaning of various banking
terms along with abbreviations used in the book. The book also contains five
Practice which will help aspirants in self-analysis and thorough practice. Also
Financial and Banking Current Affairs have been covered at the end of the book.
A guide for beginning to intermediate users explores the business software's new
features and offers advice on coordinating Microsoft Office's applications
efficiently
1. The whole syllabus of General Paper -1 is divided into 10 Sections 2. Every
topic is well explained. 3. Every Chapter of each unit consists of Previous Years’
Solved Paper 4. More than 3000 MCQs are designed exactly on the lines of
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paper. 5. Previous Years’ Solved Papers [2020-2019] are provided to give hints
and base for preparation. 6. 5 Practice Sets are given for the self -assessment to
track the level preparedness. Every year, approx. 10 lakh candidates register for
NTA UGC exam to become a lecturer or researcher in various fields. If you are
keen to pursue a career in the lectureship, then appearing in NTA UGC NET
Exam will be the best decision. The newly updated and well revised ‘NTA UGC
NET/SET/JRF Teaching and Research Aptitude Paper 1’ has been designed
under the guidance of many subject experts, following the content according to
the latest syllabus & pattern of the exam. Dividing the entire syllabus under 10
Units, discussing and elaborating each chapter in easy understanding language
supported with Examples, Flowcharts, Figures, Diagrams, etc. Other than theory,
it has ample number of questions with; more than 3000 Chapterwise/Unitwise
MCQs for complete practice, Chapter/Unitwise Previous Years’ Papers
(2014-2019), 5 Practice Sets are given with Online Practice and 2020-2019
Solved Papers are provided with detailed explanations. This book for General
English Paper 1 gives a complete account of Teaching and Research Aptitude to
score maximum in this compulsory paper. TOC Solved Paper December 2020
[shift- I], Solved Paper December 2020 [Shift –II], Solved Paper June 2018,
Solved Paper December 2019, Solved Paper July 2018, Unit 1 Teaching
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Aptitude, Unit 2 Research Aptitude, Unit 3 Comprehension, Unit 4
Communication, Unit 5 Mathematical Reasoning and Aptitude, Unit 6 Logical
Reasoning, Unit 7 Data Interpretation, Unit 8 Information and Communication
Technology, Unit 9 People, Development and Environment, Unit 10 Higher
Education System, Practice Sets (1-5).
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